DNA double-strand-break repair (DSBR) is, in many organisms, accomplished by homologous recombination. In Escherichia coli DSBR was thought to result from breakage and reunion of parental DNA molecules, assisted by known endonucleases, the Holliday junction resolvases. Under special circumstances, for example, SOS induction, recombination forks were proposed to initiate replication. We provide physical evidence that this is a major alternative mechanism in which replication copies information from one chromosome to another generating recombinant chromosomes in normal cells in vivo. This alternative mechanism can occur independently of known Holliday junction cleaving proteins, requires DNA polymerase III, and produces recombined DNA molecules that carry newly replicated DNA. The replicational mechanism underlies about half the recombination of linear DNA in E. coli; the other half occurs by breakage and reunion, which we show requires resolvases, and is replication-independent. The data also indicate that accumulation of recombination intermediates promotes replication dramatically.
DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are common lesions that occur in all cells. They result from DNA damage from processing of arrested replication forks (Seigneur et al. 1998) and are hypothesized to occur as normal intermediates in DNA replication, (e.g., Skalka 1974; Kuzminov 1995) . Because DSB accumulation is toxic to cells, multiple mechanisms have evolved for their repair. Homologous recombination may be the exclusive mechanism for DSB repair (DSBR) in Escherichia coli, is the dominant mechanism in some eukaryotes including baker's yeast, and is one alternative in mammals including humans (e.g., Haber 1999) . Simple ligation of DNA ends (nonhomologous end joining) is a major alternative repair route in mammals that can result in loss of genetic material and gross chromosome changes (Tsukamoto and Ikeda 1998; Haber 1999) . DSBR via recombination is conserved in evolution, as are its important proteins, and it is required for the normal functions of cells (for review, see Kanaar and Hoeijmakers 1998; Haber 1999) . Aberrant DSBR could underlie the excessive recombination linked to phenotypes of genetic instability, premature aging, and cancer (e.g., Ellis et al. 1995; Yu et al. 1996) .
In addition to its roles in the maintenance of genomic stability, homologous recombination creates new cellular and organismal combination of alleles and ensures proper segregation of chromosomes during meiosis. In E. coli, the RecBCD recombination system both provides nearly all DSBR (Kowalczykowski et al. 1994; Myers and Stahl 1994) and catalyzes recombination of the linear DNA intermediates in conjugation and phage-mediated transduction, two important avenues of genetic exchange between bacterial cells (Clark and Sandler 1994; Lloyd and Low 1996; Rosenberg and Motamedi 1999) . DSBR is also the major sexual recombination route in yeast meiosis (e.g., Haber 1998; Smith and Nicolas 1998) .
Possible styles of recombination can be defined based on the proposed involvement of DNA replication (Meselson and Weigle 1961; Fig. 1 ): Break-join recombination models use no replication. Parental DNAs are cut and rejoined, producing recombinant molecules made entirely of parental DNA. Break-copy models use a fragment from one parental molecule to prime replication from a homolog, thereby producing recombinant molecules with DNA material from one parent joined to new DNA carrying information from the other. A paradox for the RecBCD system is that the only direct physical evidence bearing on whether recombined DNA is replicated has demonstrated clearly the existence of break-join recombinants (see below). However there is mounting suggestive, but indirect, evidence that would be unified by the existence of a break-copy pathway.
The direct evidence for break-join recombination was obtained using techniques in which phage DNA is used as a substrate for the bacterial recombination system (Meselson and Weigle 1961; Meselson 1964; Stahl and Stahl 1971; McMilin and Russo 1972) . [ lacking its own recombination genes recombines exclusively via a RecBCD-dependent mechanism (Lam et al. 1974; Henderson and Weil 1975) . is the molecule with which the RecBCD system's recombination hot-spot sequence Chi was discovered.] Using density-labeled ( 13 C and 15 N) that were allowed to recombine in unlabeled E. coli, these groups separated unreplicated from replicated progeny in cesium formate equilibrium density gradients. They determined that recombinants were present among fully unreplicated molecules and could even occur under a full block to replication, thereby providing direct physical evidence for RecBCD-mediated breakjoin recombination in E. coli McMilin et al. 1974) .
Although break-copy mechanisms were not excluded (see Siegel 1974) , break-join was considered to be the major route for RecBCD-mediated recombination (e.g., Thaler and Stahl 1988; West 1992; Kowalczykowski et al. 1994) . The apparent dominance of break-join was bolstered by the discoveries of endonucleases specific for the strand-exchange junctions [such as Holliday junctions (HJs)], which connect recombining molecules (Kemper et al. 1984; Connolly et al. 1991; Sharples et al. 1998) , and by the demonstration of a requirement for such enzymes for conjugational and transductional recombination in E. coli (Lloyd 1991) . Such endonucleases are expected to be required for completion of break-join events, for example, for breaking the molecule indicated by the open arrow in Figure 1 .
More recently, good arguments for why replication should be a possible consequence of RecBCD-mediated recombination and DSBR in E. coli have been advanced, (e.g., Smith 1991) . However, much of the evidence in apparent support of break-copy models has been obtained under special circumstances, and all of it to date has been indirect (for review, see Discussion) in that replication and recombination were not demonstrated to have occurred in the same DNA molecules.
Here, we present physical evidence that replicational recombination is a major route to DSBR in E. coli, in addition to the established break-join mechanism. We used phage DNA (lacking the recombination functions) as the substrate for RecBCD-mediated recombination because well-established, sensitive methods allow DNA labeling and physical detection of new DNA. has the advantages that all RecBCD-mediated DSBR uses a known, defined break-site-the packaging origin, cos, which is cleaved during DNA packaging (Kobayashi et al. 1982 (Kobayashi et al. , 1983 Thaler and Stahl 1988 )-and that recombinant DNAs are packaged into phage particles selectively. Using physical analysis of the recombined DNAs, we find that about half of all RecBCD-mediated recombination of DNA occurs by a break-join mechanism. We show that the HJ processing proteins of E. coli are required for that mechanism, whereas the major replicative polymerase, DNA polymerase III (Pol III), is not. We report the discovery of a second RecBCD-mediated recombination mechanism that is independent of the HJ processing proteins and requires DNA Pol III. This recombination occurs only when DNA replication is permitted and produces recombinant molecules that all contain some newly synthesized DNA, demonstrating a direct physical association of recombination with replication in the same DNA molecules. The extent of the new DNA synthesis is compatible with break-copy models (alternatives discussed below). This replicational recombination mechanism accounts for about half of all RecBCD-mediated recombination of DNA.
The results demonstrate a replicational recombination route in the RecBCD system of DSBR recombination in E. coli, showing the existence of the replicated recombinant molecules directly. We also show that the two mechanisms, replicational and break-join recombination, can be separated.
Results

Strategy for blocking break-join recombination
We sought to determine whether a replicational mechanism of recombination occurs in the RecBCD system, in addition to the established break-join process. Because any putative replicational recombination might be easier to detect in the absence of break-join events, we at- tempted to block break-join recombination. We hypothesized that break-join recombination might have a unique requirement for the proteins that process branched molecules resulting from strand exchange (including HJs) in E. coli. In Figure 1 , note that break-join recombination actually requires two DSBs: one to initiate attachment of the broken molecule to a homolog and another (open arrow) to break the homolog (green molecule) so that it can ligate with the DNA fragment that invaded it. This second break occurs in a strand-exchange junction (Fig. 1) . A Holliday junction cleaving protein, such as the E. coli RuvC endonuclease (Connolly et al. 1991) , might be expected to make this second break in vivo. Because the E. coli RecBCD system appears to use either of two systems, RuvABC or RecG (Lloyd 1991) , for processing branched intermediates, we attempted to detect RecBCD-mediated recombination of phage DNA in the absence of both systems, in ruv recG double mutant cells. In this paper, all of the possible branched intermediates will be referred to as HJ for Holliday junctions and other branched intermediates.
red gam mutants form plaques on E. coli ruv recG strains
One measure of recombination in the RecBCD system is the ability of recombination-defective strains ( red gam) to form plaques on RecBCD + E. coli (for review, see Smith and Stahl 1985) . In RecBCD + E. coli, rolling circle replication does not occur detectably because RecBCD destroys rolling circles. The monomeric chromosomes produced by bidirectional () replication must recombine to form packageable substrates [dimers and multimers are packageable, whereas monomers are not (Feiss and Becker 1983; Rosenberg et al. 1985) , but see Thomason et al. (1997) ]. Because only the host RecBCD pathway is available for recombination, red gam cannot form plaques on cells that are recombination-defective such as recA null mutant strains. The data in Table 1 reveal that unlike recA strains, ruvA recG and ruvC recG double mutant cells allow plaque formation of three different red gam strains. This is observed for ruv recG combinations constructed in two different E. coli genetic backgrounds (Table 1 ; Materials and Methods). Plaques were about the same size as those on isogenic rec + parents and did not form on recA control strains (not shown). These data suggest that, unlike recA strains, ruv recG double mutants allow RecBCD-mediated recombination of phage DNA. To be sure that this plaque formation reflected recombination-proficiency, we measured the frequencies of RecBCD-mediated recombination in the absence of Ruv and RecG functions using a quantitative assay.
Assays for the frequency of RecBCD-mediated recombination
A standard assay was used to measure the frequency of RecBCD-mediated recombination of DNA (Fig. 2) . As with the experiments reported above (and in all experiments in this paper) the used are red gam so that recombination is exclusively via the host RecBCD system. Also, as described above, this means that all progeny must contain recombinant chromosomes (whether these are detectably recombinant, or occurred between DNAs of the same genotype). To measure the frequency of homologous recombination in the face of this requirement for recombination, one can provide an alternative route to dimerization (and packaging) so that any homologous recombination events are gratuitous and quantifiable. In the assay used here [ (Razavy et al. 1996) modified from Thaler et al. (1989) ] dimerization is achieved via the Int system of site-specific recombination, and gratuitous homologous crossovers (splices) are measured only from among the site-specific recombinants. This assay is sensitive and the results correlate well with standard P1 transductional recombination assays (Razavy et al. 1996; Razavy 1997) .
In Figure 2A , note that site-specific Int-dependent recombination occurs between two half att sites of the recombining molecules. These sites have too little se- . Each determination is a mean (± standard deviation) of 3 independent experiments in which hundreds of plaques were counted. The absolute viability of the rec + strains were a 0.9 ± 0.04, and b 0.7 ± 0.1 cfu/cell counted (mean ± SE for the 3 experiments reported) and the relative viabilities were a 0.4 ± 0.1, and b 0.4 ± 0.1 for their ruvA recG derivatives, and a 0.4 ± 0.1, and b 0.4 ± 0.7 for their ruvC recG derivatives. These values are as reported (Lloyd 1991 quence identity for homologous recombination. One parent is deleted from the att site leftward (), whereas the other carries a deletion-substitution (bio1) from att rightward. These net deletions decrease the size of the chromosome but do not alter the size of the phage capsid, so that phages carrying the Int-mediated recombinant with no net deletions are denser than either parent (more DNA in the same size capsid). The denser sitespecific recombinant can be separated from both single deletion (parental) phages in a cesium formate equilibrium density gradient (Razavy et al. 1996) (Fig. 2B) , and homologous exchanges quantified from among them.
RecBCD-mediated recombination is equally efficient in rec
+ and ruv recG cells
The amount of recombination in ruvC recG cells was quantified using the assay described above using a set of phages as illustrated in Figure 2 . In Figure 3 (left), results from three independent experiments performed in rec + and ruvC recG strains are summarized in the nin + panel (the significance of nin is discussed below). We observed no significant difference in the percentage of recombinants between crosses performed in rec + and isogenic ruvC recG cells.
The nin region encodes a function(s) responsible for approximately half the recombination in ruvC recG cells
A possible reason for the high efficiency of recombination in ruv recG cells could be that a -encoded HJ processing protein substitutes for the E. coli Ruv or RecG proteins. The nonessential nin region encodes analogs of E. coli recombination proteins including a demonstrated resolvase, Rap (Sharples et al. 1998 ). We performed similar crosses with phages deleted for this region. The results of three independent sets of experiments are displayed in Figure 3 (⌬nin panel). We found that when the nin region is deleted, recombination is decreased by approximately half in ruvC recG cells compared with the rec + controls. This supports the hypothesis that a -encoded function can resolve recombination intermediates in vivo. However, it does not address how the remaining half of recombination works in ruv recG cells. (This remaining half is also independent of E. coli rusA, recE, and recT genes, data not shown). To explore the mechanism of recombination in the absence of these known HJ processing proteins, and more specifically, to test whether it is replicational, all of the remaining experiments presented were conducted using phage carrying the deletion ⌬nin5.
Chi stimulates recombination normally in the absence of nin, RuvC, and RecG: the RecBCD system performs apparent resolvase-independent recombination
The Chi site (5Ј-GCTGGTGG) promotes RecBCD-mediated recombination and DSBR specifically (Kowalczykowski et al. 1994; Myers and Stahl 1994; Eggleston and West 1996) . It is the DNA recognition sequence of the RecBCD enzyme and promotes RecBCD-mediated recombination in its own vicinity, acting as a recombination hot spot. To test whether the apparently resolvase-independent recombination of in ruvC recG cells is normal RecBCD-mediated recombination, we tested whether Chi stimulates recombination normally in the absence of RuvC and RecG. The frequency of recombination was quantified from crosses performed in parallel with Chi + and Chi o phages in rec + and ruvC recG cells. The data in Figure 3 The strategy for this assay is described in the text (and Razavy et al. 1996 ). This general diagram shows all of the relevant genetic markers used. The open box (left) represents either of two different deletions (⌬b527 or ⌬b2; Materials and Methods) both starting from the core att site and removing DNA to its left. The solid box represents a deletion/substitution (bio1) starting from the core att site and removing DNA to its right, resulting in a net loss of ∼2 kb of DNA. The arrow indicates the direction of the Chi sequence; + indicates the wild-type copy of the S gene; the other parent carries Sam7. Crosses performed (Fig. 3) varied the presence/absence of the Chi site, Chi + C, and of the nin deletion, ⌬nin5. All phage are red gam, the top phages by carrying red3 gam210 mutant alleles and the bottom phages by virtue of the bio1 substitution. (B) A representative cesium formate equilibrium density gradient of a cross progeny showing the denser peak formed by site-specific recombination, which contains neither ⌬ nor bio1 net deletions (fractions 15-20). The next lighter peak (fractions 21-25) includes the top parental phage (A) plus its S + recombinant derivatives. (ᮀ,᭹) "Total phage" (Sam7 and S + ) and S + recombinants, respectively. These plaques were assayed on SuIII + recA (for total phage) and SuII + recA (for S + recombinants) cells, which do not allow plaque formation of phage with the bio substitution but do allow the gam (amber)210 carriers to form plaques (Materials and Methods). Thus, we do not see the double-deletion (⌬bio1) site-specific recombinant peak. To calculate the frequency of S + homologous recombinants among site-specific recombinants, the titer of S + in each fraction (15-20) is divided by the total titer in that fraction, and the mean ± S.D. for all the fractions in the peak is expressed as a percentage (Fig. 3) . The data shown are from a cross in rec + SMR632 cells using Chi o nin + phage (Materials and Methods).
RuvC and RecG as in their presence. Chi activity (recombination frequency in the Chi + cross/recombination frequency in the Chi o cross) was 3.3-and 3.3-fold in rec + (experiments 1 and 2) and 3.8-and 3.9-fold in ruv recG cells (experiments 1 and 2, respectively). [These are typical Chi values for recombination in the large DNA interval measured (Razavy et al. 1996) ]. We conclude that Chi stimulates RecBCD-mediated recombination normally in the absence of the known HJ processing proteins. This RecBCDmediated recombination is replicational, as shown below.
RecBCD-mediated recombination in ruvC recG cells is replication dependent and requires DNA Pol III
We hypothesized that replication may help to resolve recombination intermediates, perhaps by making endonucleolytic cleavage unnecessary, as illustrated for break-copy recombination in Figure 1 (see also Morgan and Severini 1990) . If this were the case, the recombination in the absence of known HJ processing proteins would be replication dependent. We therefore assayed recombination in the absence of the known HJ processing proteins (RuvC, RecG, and nin-encoded Rap) and DNA replication. DNA replication was blocked using a temperature-sensitive allele of dnaE encoding the core enzyme of DNA Pol III, the major replicative polymerase of E. coli (dnaEts486; see Materials and Methods), and shifting the cells to restrictive temperature for the infections. Because the Int site-specific recombination system (Figs. 2 and 3 ) is temperature sensitive, and therefore inappropriate, we used a different assay for recombination proficiency in these replication-blocked experiments (modified from Stahl et al. 1972 ; see Materials and Methods). As discussed, progeny formation requires recombination. Because DNA multimers are required for packaging in RecBCD + cells, the only route to multimerization, and therefore progeny formation, of these Int − phage is via homologous recombination of monomers. Therefore, infections yield phage progeny only if cells are recombination proficient. Thus, if replication is required for recombination when the resolvases are absent, no progeny should be detected in the absence of replication in ruv recG cells. Int − phages density labeled with 13 C and 15 N were infected into unlabeled E. coli cells that carry the dnaEts486 allele. A complete replication block was achieved by performing the experiments at high temperature (43.5°C, Fig. 4 ; Materials and Methods). Any new DNA synthesis would incorporate light nucleotides. This can be detected in a cesium formate density gradient of the phage progeny (Fig. 4) .
In Figure 4A , note the two peaks of phage that emerge from infection of rec + cells. The denser peak represents phage that possess heavy protein coats in addition to their fully heavy (HH) DNA. These are unadsorbed phage that did not enter the light E. coli and are not part of the progeny. These serve as a density reference. The lessdense peak represents phage with light capsids and unreplicated (HH) DNA. These are phage progeny resulting from break-join recombination events (this point is confirmed below and in Fig. 6 , see below). Because these phage have no Int (site-specific recombination) system operative (Materials and Methods) they are inferred to have resulted from RecBCD-mediated break-join recombination. This is confirmed in a parallel infection of recA recombination-defective cells (Fig. 4C) , in which few or no progeny are produced (because recombination is required for packaging). The absence of lighter peaks confirms that the replication block was complete.
Importantly, we recovered few or no phage progeny from ruvC recG cells when replication was fully blocked (Fig. 4B ). These data indicate that recombination in ruvC recG cells requires DNA replication. Because DNA replication was blocked by use of dnaEts, a mutation of the structural gene encoding Pol III, the data also identify DNA Pol III as the polymerase required for this replication. Thus, the data imply that recombination in the absence of RuvC and RecG is replicational. We hypothesize that unresolved recombination intermediates in 2 ). Three independent experiments were performed for nin + and ⌬nin crosses. Two experiments were performed for the ⌬nin Chi +/o cross. The deletion ⌬nin shortens the DNA segment whose recombination is assayed (see Fig. 2 ) and therefore necessarily decreases the percent recombination relative to nin + crosses. Thus, the important comparison for both nin + and ⌬nin crosses is between presence or absence of RuvC RecG in each.
the ruv recG cells initiate replication forks, as in breakcopy models (Figs. 1 and 5) and that DNA replication to the end of the chromosome can produce recombinant molecules.
Physical evidence for a break-copy mechanism
Figure 5 outlines some specific predictions of break-copy recombination models. If recombination occurs between density-labeled DNAs (thick solid lines, Fig. 5B-D) in unlabeled cells, then break-copy recombinants that occur in the center of the chromosome should contain both heavy, unreplicated parental DNA (solid lines, Fig. 5B ) and newly replicated, light DNA (dashed lines, Fig. 5B ). End recombinants formed by break-copy could contain almost all heavy DNA with just a little new, light DNA (Fig. 5C ). This contrasts with the prediction for breakjoin recombination, in which even central recombinants should be fully unreplicated, composed of fully HH DNA (Fig. 5D) .
Our results above suggested that in rec + , break-join (HH central recombinants) should be present (and breakcopy recombinants might too), but that in ruv recG, there would be no fully HH central recombinants. We tested these predictions using a recombination assay (Meselson 1964; Stahl et al. 1972; Sawitzke and Stahl 1997) in which density-labeled phages recombine in the presence of light isotopes in E. coli in which a small amount of DNA replication is permitted. The partial replication block was achieved as described (Sawitzke and Stahl 1997) with the addition that a special allele of the E. coli dnaB replication helicase gene was used (grpD55) that blocks use of the replication origin by DnaB, but allows normal E. coli replication (Bull and Hayes 1996) (Materials and Methods). The phages (Sawitzke and Stahl 1997) are marked such that recombination events occurring in the center of the chromosome (between the J and cI genes, Fig. 6A ) can be measured separately from recombination events occurring at the right end of chromosome (between the cI and S genes, Fig. 6A ). The Int (site-specific) system is inactivated by mutation such that only RecBCD-mediated homologous recombinants are measured (Sawitzke and Stahl 1997 ) (Materials and Methods).
Progeny phage can be separated physically from (parental) unadsorbed phage based on their densities. The unadsorbed phage occupy the densest peak of cesium formate density gradients (Fig. 6B,C) . The cross progenies are further separated based on the extent of DNA synthesis in each packaged DNA molecule. Mostly or completely unreplicated (HH) and replicated (heavylight, HL, and light-light, LL) progeny are distinguished physically in this assay (Fig. 6B,C) . Intermediate densities are also seen. The amount of central and right end recombination is assayed for each gradient fraction (Fig. 6A, Materials and Methods) .
Representative data presented in Figure 6 , B and C (and numerous independent experiments that repeated these results), allow the following conclusions:
1. The HH peak from the rec + infection contains central recombinants (Fig. 6B, solid circles) . We conclude that these have arisen via a break-join mechanism, without extensive synthesis of DNA.
Note that the number of central recombinants (solid circles) exceeds the number of end recombinants (open circles) in the HH peak in rec + (Fig. 6B,  fractions 26, 27 ). This presumably reflects the larger size of the central interval (between 18-22 kb) than of the end interval (4.8 kb). [We express the central interval as a range because the exact position of the Jts allele is not known; 18 and 22 kb are the distances between the ends of the J gene and the cI marker (Daniels et al. 1983 )]. 2. There are essentially no central recombinants (solid circles) in the heaviest fractions of the HH peak in the ruvC recG infection (Fig. 6C ). Note that in ruvC recG, there are more end (open circles) than central recombinants in the HH peak (Fig. 6C, fractions 24, 25 ). These data indicate that break-join recombination yielding HH central recombinants does not occur ap- preciably in the absence of RuvC and RecG. This supports the conclusions from results shown in Figure 4 , in which no recombinant progeny were produced when replication was completely blocked in a ruvC recG strain. The presence of even a small number of end recombinants in the ruvC recG HH peak (Fig. 6C) may seem inconsistent with the absence of any recombinants at all in ruv recG cells when replication is completely blocked (Fig. 4) . We suggest that the end recombinants in the HH peak have probably experienced a small amount of replication but not enough to separate them from the HH peak (see Fig. 5C ). 3. The central recombinants in ruvC recG, which are absent from the HH peak, are seen here in the HL peak (Fig. 6C) . Note that almost all of the central recombinants in ruvC recG are in the HL peak. This excess of central recombinants in the HL peak is expected if the central recombinants are formed by replication, suggesting that recombination reactions initiated at the center are completed by replicating out to the end of the chromosome (Fig. 5B ). This result supports break-copy models (see Fig. 5 , other possibilities discussed below) and demonstrates directly The phage DNA molecule is linearized during DNA packaging by the endonuclease terminase (᭺), which remains bound to the left end after DNA cleavage (Kobayashi et al. 1982 (Kobayashi et al. , 1983 . [Hexagon represents the phage prohead attached to terminase during packaging and concurrent DSBR recombination (Kobayashi et al. 1984 ).] Only the right end is available for DSBR (Kobayashi et al. 1982 (Kobayashi et al. , 1983 , which begins with degradation leftward by RecBCD exonuclease (for review, see Kowalczykowski et al. 1994; Myers and Stahl 1994) . [Note that Chi sites (not shown) are recombination hot spots in this pathway because when RecBCD reaches Chi, Chi decreases RecBCD nuclease activity allowing the DNA there to recombine (for review, see Myers and Stahl 1994; Rosenberg and Motamedi 1999) ]. In a break-copy process (B,C), the degraded right end initiates a replication fork. Semiconservative replication of density-labeled DNA to the end of the chromosome followed by the conservative segregation of the new strands (shown) would produce recombinant molecules with the following densities: (C) End recombinants inherit mostly parental DNA and would be expected to band in or near the HH peak in a density transfer experiment (see Fig. 6B ,C). (B) Central recombinants would contain roughly half parental and half newly synthesized DNA and would band in the HL peak in a density transfer experiment (see Fig. 6B,C) . (D) In break-join, recombination intermediates are resolved by the HJ processing systems. The recombinant molecules inherit only atoms from parental DNA; no new synthesis is required to complete the recombination reaction. These central recombinants would fall into the first few fractions of the HH peak in a density transfer experiment (see Fig. 6B ).
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Physical evidence for break-copy and break-join recombination pathways in rec + cells
As discussed above, accumulation of central recombinants in the HL peak of ruvC recG cross is expected if replication is used to form central recombinants (as seen in Fig. 5B ). Informatively, we also see this accumulation of central recombinants in the HL peak of rec + crosses (Fig. 6B , compare the ratio of central/end recombinants in the HL peak with the HH peak). This is the first physical demonstration of replicative recombination in the RecBCD pathway in rec + cells, that is, the replicated DNA is present in the same DNA molecules that have recombined (other evidence reviewed below). Previous direct evidence bore on the existence of the break-join mechanism only Lam et al. 1974; also Fig. 6B, HH peak) . These data show that a significant fraction of recombination in wild-type E. coli occurs via a replicative mechanism even when Ruv and RecG functions are present.
Amounts of replicative and break-join recombination in rec + cells
In rec + (Fig. 6B) , the ratio of central/end recombinants in the HL peak is 5.3, or about twice that seen in the HH peak (2.5), thus implying that about half of the recombination in rec + is replicative. The rough equality of replicative and break-join recombination was also inferred from the observation that, in ruv recG cells, recombination frequency drops to half that seen in rec + (Fig. 3,  ⌬nin) , in which no break-join events can occur (Figs. 4 and 6C) , and that all recombination is replication dependent (Fig. 4) .
Estimation of the amount of DNA replication associated with recombination
A rough estimation of the amount of newly synthesized DNA associated with recombination in the cross displayed in Figure 6C can be made as follows. The number of fractions between the fully HH and fully LL shows that each fraction accounts for a change of ∼8.3% in the proportion of the DNA that is heavy or light. If the segregation of old and newly synthesized strands following recombination is conservative (see Fig. 5 ), then a change of one fraction also represents a change of 8.3% of the length of the genome from heavy to light. For ruvC recG, the fractions with an excess of central recombinants (27-32, Fig. 6C ) correspond to 17%-58% of the genome being new (the most abundant fraction having ∼50% new DNA). This is a remarkable correspondence with the distance of the central recombination events (recombination between J and cI) to the right end. J is between 59% and 66% of the genome from the right end (the position of the Jts marker is unknown), whereas cI is 17% from the right end. This observation is compatible with break-copy models with a conservative segregation of new strands as proposed in Figure 5 . Semiconservative segregation would produce half as much new DNA. These data show that not only is new synthesis present directly in the same DNA molecules that recombined, but also that the amount of synthesis corresponds to that expected from the cross-over point to the end of the chromosome (Fig. 5B) as in break-copy models (alternative discussed below).
Absence of RuvC and RecG promotes replication of
An unexpected but highly informative result was seen in the experiments performed in parallel, shown in Figure  6 , B and C. Although the experiment was performed under the same conditions in rec + and ruvC recG cells, we observed ∼135× more phage with replicated DNA when the E. coli Ruv and RecG resolution systems were absent. This was calculated by dividing the area under the LL peak of the ruvC recG graph with the LL peak for rec + . (This difference is especially apparent in the LL peaks of the rec + and ruvC recG gradients shown in Figure 6 , in which the titer of LL phage is 8.7 × 10 3 and 1.2 × 10 6 for rec + and ruvC recG, respectively. We excluded the HL peaks from these calculations because in rec + , some HL recombinants will be break-join events between HH and LL molecules.) This result was repeated in two additional experiments in which the extent of phage with replicated DNA in ruvC recG was 108× and 74× greater than in rec + cells. These data suggest that strand-exchange intermediates, which accumulate in the absence of Ruv and RecG HJ processing proteins, promote replication (see also Harris et al. 1996) .
Discussion
The data shown here demonstrate the following:
1. RecBCD-mediated recombination in the absence of the E. coli Ruv and RecG HJ resolution systems is dependent on either a nin-encoded function(s) or DNA replication. Each accounts for approximately half of the total recombination in these cells (Figs. 3,  4 , and 6A, see above). The nin-encoded function responsible has not been identified but is likely to be the Rap HJ resolvase (Sharples et al. 1998) , which facilitates some kinds of recombination events in vivo (Hollifield et al. 1987; Stahl et al. 1995) . 2. recombination in the absence of the known HJ processing systems requires the major replicative polymerase, DNA Pol III (Fig. 4) . 3. Direct physical analysis of recombined DNA for incorporation of new (light) isotopes revealed that break-join recombination occurs in wild-type cells (Figs. 4 and 6; McMilin and Russo 1972; Stahl et al. 1972; McMilin et al. 1974 ) and absolutely requires HJ processing proteins such as Ruv, RecG, or the nin function (Figs. 4 and 6 ). 4. Both classes of recombination utilize Chi sites effi-ciently, so we suggest that there are two pathways (and basic mechanisms) of E. coli RecBCD-mediated recombination and DSBR: a break-join pathway that requires HJ resolvases (e.g., see Fig. 1 ) and a replicative pathway that can operate independently of resolvases and requires DNA Pol III. We suggest that these are alternative fates of strand-exchange intermediates (e.g., Fig. 5 ). 5. In the absence of resolvases, essentially all of the central recombinants contain newly replicated DNA, indicating that they originated by a replicational recombination mechanism (Fig. 6C) . 6. Physical analysis of recombinants in wild-type cells also revealed a substantial fraction of replicational recombination (excess of HL over HH central recombinants) even when the HJ processing proteins are present (Fig. 6B) . Therefore we conclude that the replicational recombination pathway is a normal part of RecBCD-mediated recombination, not a special mechanism that occurs only in ruvC recG-defective cells. In the rec + cells, the excess of putative breakcopy (HL central) recombination relative to end recombinants in the HL peak is twofold over that seen in the HH (unreplicated, break-join) peak (Fig. 6B) . This provides independent evidence that about half of RecBCD-dependent DSBR is break-join and the other half replicative. 7. The extent of new DNA synthesis in the replicational recombination observed corresponds to the fraction of the genome from the cross-over point to the right end, in support of conservative break-copy models (Fig. 5 , alternatives discussed below). 8. DNA replication is promoted dramatically in the absence of RuvC and RecG HJ processing proteins, suggesting that strand-exchange recombination junctions (HJs or other) may act as assembly sites for replication forks (this proposal was made previously based on data on recombination-dependent stationary-phase mutation, Harris et al. 1996) .
The results summarized above provide a physical demonstration (via detection of replicated recombinant molecules) of a replicational recombination route in the RecBCD system of DSBR recombination in E. coli. The data also show that the replicational and break-join mechanisms can be separated: Replicational recombination is the only mechanism in ruv recG cells (Figs. 4 and  6 ) whereas break-join is the sole route when resolvases are present and replication is blocked (Fig. 4) . These findings will greatly aid further dissections of both RecBCDmediated DSBR mechanisms.
Previous evidence
Groundbreaking previous work led to the proposal of replicational recombination in E. coli. First, the discovery and characterization of a DNA replication mode that is replication origin independent and recombination protein dependent (stable-DNA replication, or SDR) is most easily understood by the postulate that recombination intermediates initiate replication, as in breakcopy models (Kogoma 1997) . The evidence is voluminous, important, and highly suggestive but indirect. Recombination-related genetic requirements were demonstrated, but DNA molecules that were both recombined and replicated were not. SDR is not a general process because it is seen only in RNase H-deficient mutants, or during an SOS (DNA damage) response (Kogoma 1997) .
SDR-like replication was also observed very recently using phage . One DNA molecule was shown to be replicated at enhanced levels when a coinfecting molecule was linearized ("cut"), and the enhancement required recombination proteins (Kuzminov and Stahl 1999 ). The results demonstrate replication that is enhanced by recombination proteins and DNA damage. As with SDR, the evidence for association of replication and recombination is indirect for three reasons:
(1) The replicated DNA was not shown to have recombined, and recombined DNA showed no evidence of having been replicated (Kuzminov and Stahl 1999) ; (2) no requirement for homology between the cut molecule and the replicated molecule was reported; and (3) all of the recombination proteins implicated (RecA, RecB, RecF) function dually-in recombination and in induction of the SOS response (Walker 1996) . Thus, whether this is SOS-promoted or recombination-promoted replication is unclear. Recombination and replication might not have been associated directly in the same DNA molecules.
Second, the existence of a recombination protein-dependent mutation mechanism operating in stationaryphase E. coli cells (Harris et al. 1994 (Harris et al. , 1996 Foster et al. 1996) and requiring DNA Pol III (Foster et al. 1995; Harris et al. 1997 ) is also most easily accommodated by models in which RecBCD-mediated DSBR can prime replication that leads to polymerase error and mutation (Harris et al. 1994; Rosenberg 1997; Lombardo and Rosenberg 1999) . Here too, a direct demonstration of replicated recombinants has not yet been made.
Third, replication primosome assembly protein PriA is important for replication and is partially required for conjugational and transductional recombination. Its absence causes a roughly two-thirds reduction in recombination (Kogoma et al. 1996) . This result is easily understood if replication is required for about two-thirds of RecBCD-mediated recombination, but this did not distinguish this hypothesis from the possibility that PriA, a DNA-binding protein, enhances recombination independently of its action in promoting replication. Although the biochemistry of PriA is consistent with a role in promoting replication during recombination (Liu et al. 1999) , it is not yet known whether that is the role of PriA in recombination in vivo.
Other good arguments have been advanced (e.g., Smith 1991; Kuzminov 1995; Courcelle et al. 1997) .
The mechanism of the replicational DSBR recombination in E. coli as the one shown in Figure 5 are supported by the results reported here. There is a close correspondence between the amount of newly synthesized DNA in the replicational recombinants with the distance from the crossover point to the end of the chromosome. This observation is compatible with and supportive of break-copy models in which the new strands segregate conservatively (Fig. 5 ). However, alternatives are possible.
Alternative interpretations
First, in phage T4, a different mode of replicational recombination, called "join-cut-copy," has been demonstrated (in addition to standard break-copy done by T4, Mosig 1998). The join-cut-copy events proceed only via leading-strand synthesis. An invading 3Ј end synthesizes one new strand from the cross-over point rightward (in diagrams such as Fig. 5 ) and then a T4-encoded endonuclease cuts the template molecule on the opposite strand at the cross-over junction. The 3Ј end from this nick primes leading-strand synthesis from the cross-over point leftward (see Mosig 1998) . This odd mechanism produces a recombinant that contains one new strand from the cross-over point rightward and the other new strand from the cross-over point leftward. As yet, no recombination nuclease is known to have this function in E. coli (but see Chiu et al. 1997 ), but we cannot rule this mechanism out. Further experiments will be required to distinguish break-copy from join-cut-copy (and other possible) modes of replicational recombination and to address more directly models with conservative versus semiconservative segregation of new strands.
Second, DNA replication pausing has been shown to lead to double-strand breakage in E. coli, in a process that requires Ruv proteins (Seigneur et al. 1998) . Could the role of replication in recombination reported here be in production of DSBs, which are necessary for RecBCD to load onto and recombine DNA? Three facts argue against this idea: First, such DSBs should not occur in cells lacking Ruv functions (Seigneur et al. 1998) , whereas our requirement for replication in recombination is seen in Ruv − cells (Figs. 4 and 6) . Second, in , the cos site is well documented to be the DSB site at which RecBCD loads and to be required even when DNA replication is allowed (Kobayashi et al. 1982 (Kobayashi et al. , 1983 (Kobayashi et al. , 1984 ) (see Fig. 5 ). Thus, it is most unlikely that the role of replication is to provide DSBs. Finally, this postulate does not predict the specific absence of break-join (central) recombinants among unreplicated molecules in ruv recG (Fig. 6C) , whereas models such as break-copy do.
Strand polarity
Neither break-join nor replicative mechanisms bear particularly on the polarity of RecA-mediated strand-invasion that creates bimolecular strand-exchange intermediates (e.g., Fig. 5B,C,D) . The possibility that both 5Ј and 3Ј single-strand DNA ends created by RecBCD can invade (Rosenberg and Hastings 1991) [supported by in vivo evidence (Hagemann and Rosenberg 1991; Miesel and Roth 1996; Razavy et al. 1996) and some biochemistry (Dutreix et al. 1991; Taylor and Smith 1995; Shan et al. 1997)] , and the hypothesis that only 3Ј ends can invade [as observed under different in vitro reaction conditions (e.g., Anderson and Kowalczykowski 1997) and in an unusual unimolecular reaction in vivo (FriedmanOhana and Cohen 1998)] can both be accommodated by our observation of roughly equal break-join and replicative recombination. For example, Harris et al. (1996) suggested that 3Ј end invasions might prime the replication in break-copy models whereas 5Ј end invasions might lead only to break-join, in accordance with the rough equality (1:2) of 3Ј and 5Ј heteroduplex recombinants observed previously (Hagemann and Rosenberg 1991) . These possibilities will require further study to address.
Replicational recombination in other organisms
The connection between recombination and replication is best established in bacteriophage T4, in which much of DNA replication requires homologous recombination functions (Dannenberg and Mosig 1981; Luder and Mosig 1982; Dannenberg and Mosig 1983; Formosa and Alberts 1986) . Although no other system has yet provided as direct a demonstration of replicational recombination as the T4 system and the data for E. coli presented here, replicational recombination models are currently gaining support in multiple systems including yeast (e.g., Strathern et al. 1995; Morrow et al. 1997; Bosco and Haber 1998; Holmes and Haber 1999 ) and mammalian cells (Harris et al. 1999) . Such replicational DSBR could be an important source of nonreciprocal translocations, loss of heterozygosity, telomere extension, and other genome rearrangements important in formation of human cancers and aging (e.g., Ellis et al. 1995; Yu et al. 1996; Nugent et al. 1998; Haber 1999) .
Why is either Ruv or RecG required for conjugational and transductional recombination?
In the phage assay system, replication can, in effect, substitute for the Ruv and RecG recombination intermediate processing systems of E. coli. However, this is not observed for the E. coli chromosome. Double mutants of any ruv gene with recG are recombination-deficient for E. coli conjugational and transductional recombination (Lloyd 1991) , as if the replicational RecBCD-mediated mechanism cannot substitute in these processes (see Lloyd 1991; Eggleston and West 1996; Harris et al. 1996 for views of the roles of Ruv and RecG in DSBR). Several explanations are possible for this apparent discrepancy. First, it is possible that conjugation and transduction are strictly nonreplicational events. Second, it is also possible that for some reason, DNA replication forks assembled at recombination junctions are less processive than those that start at a replication origin , such that the 48-kb genome can be replicated by recombination but the 4.5-Mb E. coli genome cannot. A more unifying class of explanation than either of these is presented in Figure 7 .
The replication forks initiated at recombination intermediates should be different from those that start at a replication origin in that they are associated with an HJ behind the advancing fork (Fig. 7) . The migration of HJcontaining replication bubbles around the E. coli chromosome might require branch migration proteins such as RecG or RuvAB (Fig. 7B,C) . might escape this need either because the distance is shorter or because some other activity substitutes for Ruv/RecG-mediated branch migration of the replication bubble. For example, phage DNA packaging occurs concurrently with RecBCD-mediated recombination of the chromosome (see Fig. 7A ) because the DSB made to initiate packaging is the same one for RecBCD loading (Kobayashi et al. 1984; Myers and Stahl 1994) . The packaging apparatus travels in the same direction (rightward, Fig. 7A ) as the branch migration that would be necessary to move the junction rightward. Perhaps the packaging apparatus can move the junctions at the forks for . Alternatively, because a replication bubble will not encounter any replication terminus in DNA (as it would in the E. coli chromosome), replication forks started at a recombination intermediate could proceed around the entire chromosome (circle, Fig. 7A ) and the replisome then might push the junction rightward (Morgan and Severini 1990) . For , the junction need only move past the next packaging origin encountered (cos, Fig. 7A ) to produce a packageable replicated recombinant. Although other explanations are also possible, this one and variations on the theme in Figure 7 (see Bosco and Haber 1998) are simple in that they do not require any special properties of the replication associated with recombination that are not seen for replication in general. These models also make testable predictions. Further work will be required to address the possibilities raised by findings reported here.
Materials and methods
Bacterial and phage strains
Bacterial strains are E. coli K12 derivatives and are listed in Table 2 . New genotypes were constructed using standard phage P1-mediated transduction (Miller 1992) . The presence of recA, recG, ruvA, ruvB, and ruvC alleles was confirmed by the increased UV light sensitivity phenotypes. For ruv recG double mutants, extreme UV sensitivity (Lloyd 1991) was verified. SMR650 was constructed from SMR632 by transduction of ruvC53 eda-51::Tn10 (Lloyd 1991 ) from CS85, then recG258::Tn10minikan from RDK2655 (Lloyd and Buckman 1991, obtained from R. Kolodner). SMR3124 was constructed similarly [RDK2641 donated ruvA59::Tn10 (Shurvinton et al. 1984) ]. SMR632 transduced with P1 from SMR540 (lab collection, allele from R. Maurer, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH) yielded SMR4594. SMR4600 is SMR4594 with ruvC53 eda-51::Tn10 (Lloyd and Buckman 1991) and recG258::Tn10minikan (Lloyd and Buckman 1991) . SMR4601 was made by from SMR4594 with P1 grown on SMR624 (Harris et al. 1994) .
SMR3731 was made by lysogenizing SMR632 with Jts15 red3 gam210 ⌬nin5 Sam7 [SR459 (Sawitzke and Stahl 1997) ], followed by transduction to kanamycin resistance with P1 grown on a grpD55 malF::Tn10::kan strain (Bull and Hayes 1996) . SMR3732 was made from SMR3731 by transducing ruvC53 eda57::Tn10::cam (obtained from a transductant of CS85 × P1 RM5258) and recG162 zib-636::Tn10 (Storm et al. 1971) .
phages are either from the SR collection or were gifts from F.W. Stahl (University of Oregon, Eugene) or S. Hayes (University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada). Phage genotypes used in crosses to measure the frequency of recombinants (Figs. 2 and 3) are from Razavy et al. (1996) and ⌬b2 red3 gam210 cI857 Sam7 (nin + ); bio1 (nin + ). The phages used in Figure 4 were SR27, bio1 ⌬nin5, and in Figure 6 were MMS1816, Jts15 int4 red3 gam210 cI857 ⌬nin5; MMS1817, int4 red3 gam210 ⌬nin5 Sam7, and homoimmune prophage MMS2076, Jts15 red3 gam210 ⌬nin5 Sam7, with helper packaging functions provided by MMS2084, Jts15 int4 red3 gam210 imm 434 ⌬nin5 Sam7 (Sawitzke and Stahl 1997) .
Growth of phage stocks and E. coli cultures dnaEts strains were grown at 28°C. ruv recG double mutants are slow growing and form small colonies, such that cultures are prone to accumulation of faster-growing and larger mutant colonies carrying suppressor mutations as well as true reversions (Lloyd and Buckman 1991; Harris et al. 1996) . ruv recG double mutant strains were grown at 32°C to avoid the accumulation of suppressors normally associated with growing these strains at higher temperatures (Harris et al. 1996) . The UV and drug-sensitivity phenotypes of all strains were confirmed for cultures used in each experiment (and/or for ∼30 colonies from a given culture). Cultures were also routinely monitored for possible Figure 7 . Break-copy models illustrated for RecBCD-mediated recombination of (A) and E. coli (B,C) genomes. The hexagon represents the prohead during DNA packaging from cos to cos. The ball represents the terminase protein that linearizes , binds the prohead, and packages the DNA. FC40 ruvC53 eda-51ϻTn10 recG258ϻTn10minikan (Harris et al. 1996 ) RSH160 FC40 ruvA59ϻTn10 recG258ϻTn10minikan (Harris et al. 1996) 1999 13: 2889-2903 Genes Dev.
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